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Abstract

The discovery of unique and biologically relevant biomarkers ís irnportant for the suc-
cessful development of disease profiles flom biotnedical data. Howeve4 biomedical data
are plagued by the curse of dimensionality and rhe ctu'se of data sparsity because of
theit' low sample to Íeotutz ,'atio. These drnl curses are responsible for feature subset
instability and overfitting during featurc subset selection, thus making biomarker discov-
et7 dfficult. A multiple-classifier-system approach to biotnarker discovery is presenîed
in this thesis to addrcss the challenges of the dual curses îo biomarker discovery. This
apprcach incotporotes an evidence accwnulalíon based featurc subset selecîion strat-
egy into a random subspace method fi'amework. Results from experiments on tv)o rcÕl

life spectral datasets show that the ptoposed solution srratugy is able to obtain possible
biotnarkers.

Keywords Biomarker Discovery, Evidence Accumulation, Feature Extraction, Genetic
Algorithms, Extemal Crossvalidation, Random Subspace Method.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Problem Description

When a disease is present in an organism, its presence is evident on the molecular level

in the form of changes in expressed gene levels, or the content level of protein and,/or

other biochemical substances in the biofluids and/or tissues of the organism. Novel non-

invasive modalities such as microanay technology and various forms of spectroscopy

generate biomedical data (magnetic resonance, infrared, fluorescence and Raman spec-

tra from biotissues or fluids and mass spectra from proteomics), which give a quantitative

assessment of the changes in gene expression leveìs, protein content levels, or the bio-

chemical content and nature of biofluids and biotissues. Currently, there is significant in-

terest in the application of pattem recognition algorithms to biomedical data to facilitate

discrimination between diseases and disease states at the molecular ]evel. This interest is

stimulated by the fact that diseases are evident earlier on the molecular level than at the
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morphological level. It is well known that the early identification or diagnosis of many

deadly diseases can lead to early treatment, which will drastically improve prognosis.

For example, Li and Ramamohanoar l32l note that only 35Vo40Va of advanced ovarian

cancer patients have a five-year survival rate after treatment. On the other hand, patients

whose conditions are detected early have a 95Vo frve-year survival rate after treatment.

A contemporary direction in automated medical diagnosis is disease profiling. Dis-

ease profiling deals with the analysis of the distinguishing substances (gene expression

levels, proteins, biochemical substances) in biofluids or biotissues of a specific disease,

with the goal of characterizing the disease and generating a disease profile specific to

the disease. An example of a disease profile generated from microarray data may be

of the form; "if (gene 91 is over-expressed) AND (gene g37 is under-expressed) AND

(gene 134 is very over-expressed) THEN most probably this is cancer type C (123 out

of available i30 samples have this profile)" [29]. Obviously, an important requirement

for disease profiling is the discovery of a subset of genes (in the example genes 91, g37,

and g134), proteins or biochemical substances typical to all or a majority of the biofluids

and biotissue samples of the specific disease. More importantly, the subset of substances

must be biologically interpretable to be useful to researchets. That is, a causal relation-

ship between the subset of substances and the disease should be obvious. Also, it \¡/ill

facilitate drug development and studies on patients' therapeutic responsiveness to drugs.

These subsets of substances are referred to as biochemical markers or biomarkers [50].

The identification and validation of potential biomarkers for ratification and inclusion

into disease profiles is referred to as biomarker discovery.
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Srinivas et al. [51] deñne biomarkers as

"biological molecules that are indicators of the physiologic state and also

change dw-ing a disease ptocess."

Biomarkers are useful for identifying and detecting a disease at its early stage; for mon-

itoring the progression of the disease; and serve as a disease indicator [51]. Biomarker

discovery involves the identification and validation of substances that exhibit causal links

with biofluid or biotissue samples of a paficular disease. These substances may be iden-

tified due to a marked difference between their content levels in the diseased tissues and

their content levels in healthy tissues. In addition, these substances may be distinguish-

able as a result of modifications in their chemical structure.

Biomarker discovery is akin to feature selection or feature extraction in biomedical

data with pattem recognition algorithms. The goal of biomarker discovery is to select a

subset of genes, proteins or biochemical substances that can be used to conectly deter-

mine the class of previously unclassified biotissues or biofluids. In biomedical datasets,

the biofluids and biotissues are represented as a sequence of values, such as the gene

expression leveìs, protein levels, or mass-to-charge ratios of the biosubstances.

Biomedical data are characterized by a large number of features (in the order of thou-

sands and tens of thousands) and comparativeìy fewer samples (usually a few dozens or

less). In other words, biomedical datasets are high-dimensional and sparse. An ex-

haustive search through all possible biomarkers for an optimum biomarker in such high-

dimensional datasets is computationally intractable. Consequently, feature subset selec-

tion algorithms that search for near-optimal biomarkers are used for biomarker discovery
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in biomedical datasets. Unfortunately, the large discrepancy between biomedical data

dimensionality and sample size makes it susceptible to the curse of dimensionality [6].

The curse of dimensionality is responsible for over'fitting [30] - the discovery of poor

quality feature subsets in high-dimensional data. It can be eliminated by ensuring that

the dataset size satisfies the sample to feature ratio (SFR) requirement of 5 or higher [28].

However, achieving such SFR costs lots of money and time, and may sometimes be out-

right impossible.

In addition to the curse of dimensionality, the sparseness of biomedical datasets ren-

ders them victims of the curse of sparsity. The curse of sparsity is responsible for solution

instability in feature subset selection with respect to perturbations in the data [48,49].

Solution instability in feature selection, also known as feature subset instability, refers

to selection of the different sets of features from different partitions of the data, with the

same feature selection parameters. Solution instability cannot be solved by complying

with the SFR requirement.

An important requirement for an ideal biomarker is that it must be specific [7]. A

biomarker is speciûc when it identifies a particular disease and is reproducible. Con-

sequently, feature subset instability and overîtting pose a difflcult challenge to the dis-

covery of a potential biologicaìly reìevant set of biomarkers for disease profiling from

high-dimensional and sparse biomedical data.
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1.2 Research Motivation and Objectives

Solution instability and overfitting are problems that occur also in predictive classifica-

tion, Classifrers leamed on small-sized datasets are known to be unstable and to overfit.

Multiple-classiûer systems (MCSs) are used as a stabilizing technique for unstable clas-

sifiers and to eliminate the effect of overfitting, A multiple classifier system consists of a

set of individually trained classifiers, whose individual decisions are combined to deter-

mine the class of new samples. Research shows that combining the decision of unstable

classifiers results in solution stability and eliminates overfitting. MCSs are based on the

concept of evidence accumulation 111, 561. This concept seeks to combine the "opin-

ions" of multiple "experts" (classifiers, in the case of MCS) to achieve the best possible

result.

In this thesis, I explore the applicability of evidence accumulation to feature selection

for biomarker discovery, and the discovery of the important biofeatures that contribute

to the stability and accuracy of a MCS. This research is motivated by the notion that

success with evidence accumulation in other domains for eliminating solution instability

should be possible in feature selection. Also, with the success of MCSs, I expect that the

features that contribute to the stability and classif,cation accuracy of a MCS will occur

more often in the feature spaces of its constituent classifiers. Consequently, I expect

that the co-occurrence of features that appear in optimal feature subset selections used

to create an accurate multiple classifier system, should lead to the discovery of a set of

highly discriminatory and biologically relevant biomarkers for further investigation as

disease profiles. I would like to emphasize that the discovery of the important features
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that influence the performance of an MCS has been identified as an important unsolved

issue [12].

Therefore, the objectives of this research are as follows:

1 . To develop an evidence accumulation framework for feature selection,

2. To use the evidence accumulation framework for biomarker discovery in high-

dimensional biomedical datasets,

3. To develop a strategy for discovering the features that contribute to the accuracy of

a MCS, and

4. To use the strategy to extract potential biomarkers from high-dimensional biomed-

ical datasets.

It is important to note that validating the biological interpretability of the discovered

potential biomarkels is only possible with the expertise of a domain specialist. Therefore,

the potentially important findings in this research require further validation by domain

experts to establish the clinical appìicability of these features. My goal is to discover

potential biomarkers with this proposed solution strategy. Validating the biological rele-

vance of the discovered biomarkers is beyond the scope of this research.

1.3 Thesis Layout

The layout of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 reviews previous work related to the

ploposed ¡esearch. The evidence accumulation framework for feature selection and its
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application to biomarker discovery are presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, random

subspace method feature selection (he MCS feature discovery strategy) and its applica-

tion to biomarker discovery are presented, The conclusions and recommendations are

presented in Chapter 5.



Chapter 2

Related Work

2.L Introduction

In this Chapter, I review literature relevant to the research in this thesis. A review of

feature subset selection and its application to biomarker discovery is presented in Section

2.2. The challenges of feature subset selection for biomarker discovery are highlighted.

Section 2.3 focuses on research work related to biomarker discovery using wrapper-based

feature subset selection algorithms; the shortcomings of these attempts were highlighted

and discussed. Section 2.4 presents a discussion on cross validation - the evaluation

technique used in this thesis. Evidence accumulation as a solution to feature subset

instability is discussed in section 2,5. The Chapter concludes with a summary.
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2.2 Feature Subset Selection for Biomarker Discovery in

Biomedical Data

An impoÍant prerequisite for the development of disease profiles is the discovery of

a subset of substances in biofluids or biotissues that show causal links with the dis-

ease present in the biofluids or biotissues. Currently, feature subset selection algorithms

applied to biomedical data have been used in many studies for biomarker discovery in

biomedical data, especially in the area ofgene selection from microarray gene expression

levels for cancer profiling t2,5,14,21,24,52,55, 57, 591, and spectral region selection

in datasets of mass spectra, infrared spectra, and magnetic resonance spectra [48].

From a supervised pattern recognition standpoint, the biofluid or biotissues are fea-

ture vectors, whereas the gene levels, mass-over-charge ratios, or spectral intensities are

the "explanatory" features of the feature vectors. Given a biomedical dataset ¿ consist-

ing of 1ù biofluid or biotissue samples of the form ("t, gt), ..., (r", y") where z¿ is a

d-dimensional vector of features of sample ,i, and y¿ is the output label of sample z sig-

nifying the class or type of the sample (e.g. diseased or healthy), the goal of the feature

subset selection algorithm is to select a subset m of features from the d-dimensional fea-

ture vector cr (where m << d) such that the subset m can predict the output gj of a

previously unlabelled sample (ø¡, x) with equal or higher accuracy than when the entire

d-dimensional dataset is used.

There are two approaches to feature subset selection: filter methods and wrapper

methods [30]. Both approaches are cunently used for biomarker discovery [53]. The
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main difference between these methods is that while wrapper methods evaluate features

subsets on the algorithm that will be used to build the final classifier, filter methods do

not.

Filter methods select and evaluate feature subsets on the basis of the individual fea-

ture's value with respect to the output labels of the data using statistical methods such as

T{ests and F-tests. A common approach adopted by filter methods is to rank the features

in decreasing order of their individual value and then select the top ranking set of fea-

tures as the selected feature subset. Filter methods are preferred over wrapper methods

for gene selection because they are computationally more efficient [52]. However, Guyon

and Elisseeff [23] note that feature ranking may Ìead to the discovery of redundant sub-

sets of features. Also, they point out that feature ranking may lead to the elimination of

a feature that may appear useless when ranked individually, but may be impofant when

considered in a subset along with similarly "unimportant" features.

Wrapper methods search for possible subsets of features in the entire feature space.

The sea¡ch is guided by the accuracy of the selected subset on a leaming algorithm.

Crossvalidation is often used to evaluate the fitness of the feature subsets in small datasets,

because of the limited amount of data available. Some important issues a wrapper method

needs to address include: how to search the feature space; a leaming algorithm for as-

sessing the feature subsets and guiding the search; and a criterion for stopping the feature

search. A brief review of the feature subset search techniques is presented in section

2.2.1.

Although wrapper methods tend to be more computationally intensive than filter

l0
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methods [52], Kohavi and John [30] show that wrapper methods produce feature sub-

sets with better predictive accuracy than filter methods. Xiong et al. [58] show that

wrapper-based methods are better than filter methods for biomarker identiflcation.

2.2.1 Feature Subset Search Techniques

Wrapper-based feature selection techniques do not rank features on the basis of each

feature's individual importance. Rathe¡ greedy or heuristic search techniques are used

to select feature subsets, which are evaluated for their importance, usually on the basis

of their misclassification enor with a classifier (see 2.2.2). Two techniques that guar-

antee the discovery of the optimal feature set are: an exhaustive search or the branch

and bound technique. An exhaustive search examines all possible feature subsets in the

feature space in its search for the optimal featurc subset. As a result, exhaustive searches

are only possible with very small feature spaces. For biomedical datasets, which have

large feature spaces (thousands of features), an exhaustive search is computationally in-

tractable.

The branch and bound algorithm guarantees the optimum feature subset without an

exhaustive search. This technique is based on the assumption that the feature subset se-

lection criterion satisfies the monotonicity property. Given a set ofnested feature subsets

Xr, Xz, Xs,...X¡, and a criterion function C(.), iÎ Xt c X2 a X3... C X¡, then the

monotonicity property requires that the performance of the criterion function should im-

prove with the addition of more features, that is C(X1) < C(Xù 3 C(Xù 3 C(X¡).

Jain and Zongker [27] note that the branch and bound technique is unsuitable for datasets
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with large feature to sample ratios (as is the case in biomedical datasets). They note that

the curse of dimensionality (exhibiled by high-dimensional biomedical datasets) violates

the monotonicity condition. Consequently, the branch and bound technique is not suit-

able for wrapper based feature selection in biomedical datasets.

Other commonly used search strategies, such as the sequential forward selection

(SFS) and sequential backward selection (SBS) arrive at near-oprimal solutions. The se-

quential forward selection (SFS) starts its subset search from a single feature subset and

progressively adds features to the feature subset until the search termination criterion is

satisfied. The sequential backward selection (SBS) starts with the full set of features and

systematically eliminates unnecessary features until the selection termination criterion is

satisfied. A major drawback of SFS and SBS is that they do not backtrack. That is, once

a feature is selected by a SFS it may not be discarded later. Also, once a feature is dis-

carded in an SBS it may no longer be considered for inclusion later. Extensions to SFS

and SBS that allow backtracking include sequential forward floating search, sequential

backward floating search, and plus-one-take-way-r.

Biologically inspired processes such as genetic algorithms (GAs) are also used for

feature subset search. GA usually starts its feature subset search from a set of possible

solutions, which it modifies to achieve the best possible featule subset. The solution

arrived at by the GA is referred to as a chromosome. The GA starts by generating a pos-

sible set of solutions (chromosomes), which are refened to as the populatlon. Through

operations similar to crossover and mutation, the population evolves into progenies with

a better chance of survival. The progenies evolve through a number of user-defined cy-

L2
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cles known as generations. A crossover produces an offspring from a synthesis of parts

of two parent chromosomes. Mutation alters parts of a chromosome to arrive at an almost

identical chromosome. The goal of the GA is to evolve chromosomes that will optimize

the feature subset selection criterion. At each cycle the evolved plogenies are evaluated

using the selection criterion. Siedlecki and Sklanksy [40] note that the mutation opera-

tion is instrumental in preventing GA from converging early to poor local minima.

2.2.2 Classifiers

The enor rate of a classifier is the most commonly used feature subset selection criterion.

In this thesis, I am interested in supervised classifiers. Given a set of e training samples

of the form (ar,Ur),...,(r",g") where ø¿ is a d-dimensional vector offeatures of sample

'i, and y¿ is the output label of sample i signifying the class or type of the sample (e.g.

diseased or healthy), a classifier is a function a : Íþ) that correctly assigns the value

3/* to a previously unknown sample ø* from the same underlying data distribution as the

e training samples. Jain et al. [26] identify the following three approaches to classifier

design:

1. Classiûer design based on the concept of similarity - These classifiers assign sam-

ples to classes on the basis of their pattem similarity. A similarity metric for com-

paring samples is required, and an appropriate choice is crucial for the success of

the classifier. The nearest neighbour classifler is an example of a classifier based

on this design concept,

13
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Classifier design based on the probabilistic approach - These classifiers usually

have the classification problem posed in probabilistic terms, and the probability

values are known. A typical example of a classifier based on this design concept is

the optimal Bayes decision rule, which assigns classes to samples on the basis of

their posterior probability, and

CIassifier design based on the construction of decision boundaries by optimizing a

certain error criterion such as the mean squared error between the classifier output

and the true label of the sample. Linear discriminant analysis and support vector

machines are two widely used examples of classifiers in this group that are used in

this research, and will be discussed subsequently.

Linear Discriminant Analysis

The discussion on linear discriminant analysis (LDA) presented in this section is based

on the works ofJain et al. [26] and Duda et al [15]. In the two-class case, the goal of

LDA is to find the decision boundary of the form g(x) : wla + aro that best partitions

the sample space into two regions; where r.¿r¿ is the weight vector and uo is the threshold

weight. When 9(z) is linear in ø, it is a linear discriminant function, which serves as a

classification rule, such that given a new sample ø*, it assigns ¿* to class 1 if 9(ø) > 0

and to class 2 otherwise. Linear discriminant analysis is based on the assumption that

the samples to be partitioned have a gaussian distribution. Given a dataset with sampìes

o¿ from one of 2 classes Cr, C2,LDA attempts to find the weight vector ?0¿ such that the

projected clusters of C1 and C2 samples on ø¿ are well separated from each other, while

2.
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the variance between the samples in each class cluster is small. This can be achieved by

maximizing the following objective function

wtSeur\u) = 
ut gvu

with respect to zr¿ where .9s is the between-class scatter matrix, and ,9¡a, is the within-

class scatter matrix defined as

Sw : D (' - ^r)(, --)' + D@ - m2)(x -m2)r
aQCt æÊCz

Sa : (mt - rn2)(m1 - m2)r

where nz; is the sample mean for class i samples. The optimal W is taken as the eigen-

vector of the largest eigenvalue resulting from the eigenanalysis of the relation ,9r1,S¡.

LDA works with the notion that the underlying distribution of the data is Gaussian, and

the data is separable. However, they are known to perform well with datasets that do not

have a Gaussian distribution.

Support Vector Machines

The discussion on suppolt vector machines presented in this section is based on the

work of Jain et al. [26]. The Support vector machine (SVM), also known as supporr

vector classifier, is a new classifier that has been shown to work well on separable and

nonseparable data. SVM is essentially a two-class classiûer that seeks to optimize the

distance between the decision boundary that separates the two classes, and the training

samples that are closest to the decision boundary. These closest training samples are the

suppot vectors, and the distance between the decision boundary and the support vectors

is called the margin (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: An example of an SVM decision boundary for a two-class problem. The

squares are class 1 samples while the crosses are class 2 samples

Maximizing the margin minimizes the number of support vectors in the decision

function. The decision function derived by SVM for a two-class problem may be of the

fom:

D(r) : \ a¿À¿K(x¿,r)+as,
vîi€s

where ,9 is the set of support vectors from the training set, )¿ : *1 the labels of the

feature vectors r¿, and I{ (x¿, x) is the kemel function. The values of a¿ ) 0 are obtained

from the training set by optimizing

min(o"ÀKÂa + cI€¡)
J

subj ect to À¡ D (x ¡) > I - Ç,Y t: ¡

À is a diagonal matrix containing the labels À¡ and the matrix K stores the values ofthe

kernel function I{(z¿,r). { is the set of slack variables that allows class overlap in the

16
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margin. The degree of overlap is controlled by the value C > 0. During optimization

only the values of the support vectors are non-zero; all other values of a¿ become 0. Four

commonly used kernel functions I( (r¿, x) that can be found in literature are the linear

function, the polynomial function, the radial basis function, and the sigmoid function.

2.3 Wrapper-based Feature Subset Selection from Biomed-

ical Data for Biomarker Discovery

Wrapper-based feature selection has been used for biomarker discovery in biomedical

data in a number of studies. Xiong et al. [58] use two feature subset selection algorithms,

sequential forward search (SFS) and sequential forward floating search (SFFS), to search

for potential gene biomarkers in three publicly available gene microarray datasets. Their

choice of biomarkers was dependent on the predictive accuracy of the gene subsets on

the following classifiers - LDA, SVM, and Logical regression classifier (LR) using the

leave-one-out crossvalidation procedure. Their results show that a similar set of fea-

tures displayed high predictive accuracy on the thrce leaming algorithms, although the

degree of accuracies varied from one learning algorithm to the other. In [59], four fea-

ture search strategies - sequential forward selection, Monte Carlo methods, T-tests, and

Golub's prediction strength statistic [21] were used to search for discriminatory genes

from microarray datasets. The classifrcation accuracy of the selected gene subsets on a

Fisher linear discriminant function was used to assess and compare the selected genes.

Xiong et al. [59] note that their forward stepwise procedure and Monte Carlo methods
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selected feature subsets that performed better than features selected from the T-test and

prediction strength feature rankings. They showed that feature subsets selected with the

Monte Carlo methods had classification accuracies as high as 937o . Xiong et al. [59]

note that the gene subsets selected using the forward stepwise procedure and Monte

Carlo methods are not unique but have classification accuracies that are quite close.

Iñza el al. [52] use SFS for selecting features from a microarray dataset. They as-

sess the features selected by the SFS on the following classifiers, an IB1, a naive Bayes

classiûer, C4.5, and CN2. Although their focus is not the discovery of biologically sig-

nificant genes, their results show that an accurate gene subset, which may be biologically

significant, can be found in microarray datasets using wrapper based feature selection

approaches.

Li et al. [33] use genetic algorithms (GA) and /(-nearest neighbour (KNN) to select

a subset of predictive genes from a microarray dataset. They use the GA to search for

possible gene subsets while the fitness of the gene subsets is measured by their predictive

accuracy on the KNN algorithm using crossvalidation. Their results show that they dis-

cover a predictive subset of gene on repeated trials on the same dataset. Howeve¡ they

show that on differcnt partitions of the dataset, the subset of features selected differed

significantly. They attribute this observation to the small sample size of the datasets used

in the study.

Wrapper based feature selection algorithms have been used for biomarker identifica-

tion in spectroscopy datasets. Baggerly et al. [3] use GA to search for feature subsets and

assess the selection using an Euclidean distance measure. Levner [31] also uses SFS, a

18
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modified version of SBS, and a version of boosting (boostedFE), extended for feature

selection, to select discriminatory featurcs and possible biomarkers from five proteomic

mass spectroscopy data. The objective of his study was to evaluate the suitability of

the above mentioned techniques, and some filter feature selection techniques, for featu¡e

selection for spectra data. His results show that SFS and boostedFE outperformed all

the other techniques. He showed that only boostedFE was consistent on all five tested

datasets used in his study.

Although, the work reviewed so far shows that wrapper based feature selection algo-

rithms can be used to select potential biomarkers with high classification accuracy from

biomedical datasets, the biological significance of these selected feature subsets is ques-

tionable because of their lack of uniqueness on different dataset partitions. Li et al. [33]

show that significantly different gene subsets wele selected from different partitions ofa

gene microanay dataset. However; they note that on the same dataset pafiition repeated

feature searches selected the same gene subset. Similarly, Somorjai et al. [48] show that

multipìe "optimal" feature subsets with equally high or identical prediction accuracies

can be selected from different partitions of a spectral dataset. Li et al. [33] and Somorjai

et al. [48] attdbute this observation to the small sample size and sparsity of the biomed-

ical datasets. Simon and Altman [45] also show that most of the results from different

biomarker identification studies are often inconsistent or contradictory.

For wrapper based feature selection to be successfully used for biomarker discov-

ery, the selected feature subsets should be stable irrespective of dataset partitions. Given

the constraint of the small and restricted size of biomedical datasets, there is a need to
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develop a feature subset selection strategy that will eliminate the feature subset instabil-

ity and overfitting in wrapper based feature selection from high-dimensional small and

sparse biomedical datasets.

2,4 Crossvalidation

Crossvalidation (CV) is a technique for estimating the generalization error associated

with a model building algorithm [41]. Crossvalidation is especially useful for biomed-

ical datasets, which are difficult to partition into reasonably-sized portions as separate

training sets and test sets for model fitting. Crossvalidation involves rhe splitting of data

into k equal parts. One of the partitions is set aside as the test set while the other k - 1

parts together form the training set. The training set is used to fit the model, and the test

set is used to estimate the accuracy of the f,tted model. This process is repeated for each

of the k parts and the accuracy of the model is taken as the average performance of the

accuracy over all the k test sets. The case Æ : Iú, where .|y' is the total number of samples

in the dataset, is known as leave-one-out crossvalidation. Common choices of the value

of È for crossvalidation are 5 and 10.

Ambroise and Mclachlan [1] and Simon [44] show that previous applications of

crossvalidation in studies on biomedical datasets preceeded the application of CV by

feature subset selection. The entire dataset was used to select a discriminatory feature

subset that was used to develop the CV model estimates. The developed models were

subsequently evaluated using CV. Ambroise and Mclachlan [1] and Simon [42] refer to

this approach to CV as intemal crossvalidation and show that it is not a proper prediction
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error estimation technique because it is open to selection bias. They show that excluding

the feature subset selection from each step in the CV results in an optimistic estimate of

the generalization error of the model-building algorithm. They note that proper crossval-

idation must include feature selection in each step of the process. They refer to this CV

strategy as extemal crossvalidation and show that it results in a more unbiased estimate

of the generalization enor by reducing selection bias.

Simon [4i] notes that CV provides an unbiased estimate of the generalization eror

of a model building algorithm and not that of the resulting model, as widely held by

computer scientists and statisticians. He states that small, properly crossvalidated error

rates are signiflcant [42]. However, he notes that furlher clinical validation is required to

confirm these results for clinical applicability. Simon [43] also states that proper CV enor

estimation can be used to determine if a model building algorithm overfits. He notes that

algorithms that overfit will not have low crossvalidated error estimates if crossvalidation

is performed properly [43].

2.5 EvidenceAccumulation

The solution strategy presented in this thesis is based on the concept of evidence accu-

mulation (EA). The application of EA in this research is inspired by the work of Fred

and Jain [ 18] on evidence accumulation clustering for combining multiple clusterings to

arrive at a consistent data partition. According to Fred and Jain [18]

"The idea of evidence accutrutlation clustering is to combine the results of
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multiple clusterings into a single dota partition by viewing each clustering

rcsult as an independent evidence of døta organization."

Evidence accumulation seeks to combine independent evidence - multiple solutions to a

problem, to arrive at a single solution (possibly the optimum solution to the problem).

Fred and Jain [18] note that the following three requirements must be satisfied for

evidence accumulation:

o How to generate/collect evidence,

o How to combine the evidence, and

o How to extract a single final solution from the combined evidence.

An important success factor for evidence accumulation application is that the opin-

ions to be combined must be diverse and accurate in their own rights. Fred and Jain [17]

present possible ways of generating the required diverse opinions for evidence accumu-

lation in data clustering:

. by combining the results of different (clustering) algorithms,

o by producing and combining different results generated by a single algorithm on

different partitions of a dataset, and

r by running an algorithm on the same data, but with different initialization param-

eteÌs.
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Sensor fusion [39] and multiple classifier systems [13] are other successful applica-

tions of the evidence-accumulation concept. Evidence accumulation in the form of mul-

tiple classifier systems has been known to mitigate overfitting and solution instability in

predictive classif,cation. These problems are the outcome of the curses of dimensional-

ity and sparsity, which have been identified as the culprits of feature subset instability

and overfitting in feature selection. Multiple classifier systems are discussed in the next

section.

2.5.1 Multiple Classifier Systems

A multiple classifier system (MCS) consists of a set of individually trained classifiers,

whose individual decisions are combined to determine the class of new samples. As men-

tioned earlier, MCSs are based on the concept of evidence accumulation [17, 56]. MCSs

have received significant attention in the literature because of their ability to reduce the

variability and improve the generalizability of classification. A good MCS should consist

of classifiers that differ in their predictions [36]. Dietterich [ 13] notes that the accuracy

of a good MCS is usually higher than the accuracy of any of its constituent classifiers.

MCSs have also been observed to serve as a stabilizing technique for weak classifiers

that show high enor variability [46],

Typically, a multiple classifier system consists of two or more classifiers and a com-

biner or combination technique that merges the decisions of the ensemble into a final

decision. The ensemble may consist of classifiers trained with different leaming algo-

rithms, or all the classifiers may be trained with a single leaming algorithm. For MCSs
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based on a single leaming algorithm, the required diversity between the constituent clas-

siûers is created by making the data used to train the classifiers diverse. Classifier diver-

sity may be created by manipulating or subsampling the training data, by manipulating

or subsampling the features of the training data, by manipulating the output labels of

the data, or by infusing randomness into the leaming algorithm used to train the classi-

fiers [3]. Examples of MCS combining methods include unweighted voting, weighted

voting, and gating networks. An unweighted vote takes the decision of the majority in the

classifier ensemble as the decision ofthe ensemble. A weighted vote qualifies the vote of

each classifier in proportion to the accuracy of the classif,er. Consequently, the decision

of the ensemble is determined by both the decision of the majority in the ensemble and

the weights of their decisions. A gating network computes weights for each classifier in

the ensemble using a feature vector, then uses these weights in a weighted vote for the

ensemble.

Another approach to MCS creation prcsented by Somorjai et al. 141) combines the

weights of an ensemble of classifiers into the input for a single final classifier. Their

approach makes N random training set-test set splits ofthe data. The training set is used

to leam a classifier and the test portion is used to evaluate the classifier. The weighted

average of the coefficients of the N classif,ers is used to create the final classifier. The

weight assigned to each classifrer is a product of its Cohen's chance-conected measure of

agreement and a value which may be equal to either 0 or 1 depending on the proportion

of the classifier's crisp assignments.

Bagging (bootstrap aggregating) [8], boosting Ii9], and the random subspace method
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(RSM) t25l are some of the popular methods for creating MCS. Bagging works by aggre-

gating, with a majority vote, the decisions ofclassifiers trained on bootstrap samples [16]

of the data. A bootstrap sample of the data is generated by sampling, with replacement, ¡{

instances of the training set (where Iy' is the total number of instances in the training set).

Consequently, each bootstrap sample may contain multiples of a particular instance of

the training data, or no representation of some instances. Boosting is similar to bagging

in that it votes over the decisions of its constituent classifiers. However, its classifiers are

generated sequentially, by adjusting the weights of instances of the training sets of sub-

sequent classifiers based on the performance of preceding classifiers. RSM generates a

classifier ensemble from the training set by randomly selecting a subset of the features in

the training set. As is the case with bagging and boosting, RSM votes over the decisions

of the classifiers to arrive at a final decision.

In [46], Skurichina evaluates the effectiveness of bagging, boosting, and RSM as

MCSs (with lìnear classifiers as base classifiers) and their stabilizing effect. Although

linear classifiers (LDA) have been deemed unsuitable as base classifiers for these MCS

techniques because of their stability, Skurichina [46] shows that linear classifiers trained

on small sample sizes are unstable and hence suitable. Her conclusions show that all

three methods are effective as multiple classifier systems with linear classifiers as their

base classifiers. Howeve¡ she concludes that only RSM is a stabilizing technique.
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2.5.2 Feature Selection for Multiple Classifier Systems

The success of the RSM has inspired the use of feature subset selection for the creation

of MCSs. Gunter and Bunke [22] present a feature selection strategy for MCS creation.

Instead of randomly selecting feature subsets for the ensemble creation, as is the case

with RSM, they use a feature selection algorithm to select well-performing feature sub-

sets for each classif,er in the ensemble. After each subset selection, the selected subset

is included in a list of "forbidden feature subsets". The features in the forbidden list are

not eligible for selection in the subsequent rounds of feature subset selection. Their strar

egy ensures the creation of a highly accurate and diverse set of classifiers required for

a successful MCS. The feature selection algorithm used in their experiments is a mod-

ified version of the "plus-1-take-away-one" algorithm [38]. However, they note that

any feature selection algorithm will suffice. Their results show that their ensemble cre-

ation method pedormed better than RSM, adaboost, and bagging. Opitz [36], Olivera et

al. [35], and Tsymbal et al. [54] have also used feature selection for MCS creation with

results that surpass those of traditional MCS creation techniques.

As far as I know, evidence accumulation has not been applied to supervised feature

selection. It is possible that if evidence accumulation can mitigate overfitting and so-

lution instability in predictive classification, it may serve as a solution to feature subset

instability and overfitting in feature subset selection. Consequently, it will facilitate the

discovery of reliable biomarkers in high-dimensional biomedical data.

From the discussion so far, it is clear that MCSs based on well performing feature

subsets perform bêtter than traditional MCSs that do not involve feature subset selection.
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Consequently, the stability and accuracy of MCSs may be attributed to the strength ofthe

important features in the feature subspaces of its constituent classifiers. I expect that the

features that contribute to the stability and classification accuracy of the MCS will occur

more often in the feature subspaces of its constituent classiflers. Consequently, it is ex-

pected that the co-occurrence of features that appear in optimal feature subset selections,

used to create an accurate multiple classifier system, should lead to the discovery of a

set ofhighly discriminatory, stable, and biologically interpretable biomarkers. However,

Dietterich [12] notes that MCS does not provide insight Chat is, the features responsible)

into how it achieves the desired accuracy and stability. In single classifiers, the user can

easily identify the features that influence the decisions of the classifiers. These features

are obvious either as a result of the weight the fitting algorithm assigns to these features,

or as a result of the inclusion of the features in the classifier. However, in a multiple clas-

sifier system, where different weights may be assigned to a particular feature in different

classifiers, or the features included in the ensemble vary, it is difficult to determine the

influence of each feature and the magnitude of this influence on the MCS.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, I presented a review of feature subset selection and its application to

biomarker discovery. Wrapper-based featurc subset selection algorithms were shown to

be the better choice for biomarker discovery. Solution instability and overfitting were

highlighted as the two important drawbacks to the application of wrapper based fea-

ture subset selection for biomarker discovery in biomedical data. From the literature
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reviewed it is clear that evidence accumulation has been successfully applied to solve

solution instability and overntting in predictive classification. Therefore, by adopting

evidence accumulation in feature subset selection, I hope to discover stable and robust

feature subsets that may be possible biomarkers. The next chapter discusses the evidence

accumulation based feature selection strategy.



Chapter 3

Evidence Accumulation-Based Feature

Selection

3.1 Introduction

In this Chapter an evidence accumulation based feature selection strategy is presented.

The details of this stlategy are also published in [4]. My goal is to combine the results

of multiple feature subset selections to arrive at a single result. The feature subsets are

the independent evidence of discriminatory features in the dataset. A feature frequency

histogram is used to combine the evidence, and a threshoÌding technique is used to ex-

tract a single final feature subset from the histogram. The biomedical datasets used in

this ¡esearch are discussed in section 3.2. The GA-ORS [34] is the feature extraction

algorithm used in this research for evidence generation. In section 3.3 a discussion on

the GA-ORS is presented and the reason for its use in this research is explained. Some
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experiments were carfied out to investigate the characteristics of the GA-ORS, and to de-

termine some important parameters of the algorithm required for its role in the strategy.

These experiments and their subsequent results are presented in section 3.4. The chapter

concludes with a discussion of the results of the evidence accumulation feature selection

strategy.

3.2 Datasets

Two MR-spectral datasets were used in the experiments discussed in Chapters 3 and

4. They are referred to as Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 respectively. The properties of the

datasets and their original partitions into training and independent test sets are presented

in Table 3.i. Both datasets contain spectral information on two classes of pathogenic

fungi samples refened to as class 1 and class 2 respectively. Each of the samples are

described by a 1500-feature vector. Each original feature is a spectral intensity.

Table 3.1: of the Datasets used in this research

Dimensionality Tlaining Samples

(Class 1) + (Class 2)

Test Samples

(Class 1) + (Class 2)

Dataset 1 1500 (62'¡ + (62) (42) + (31)

Dataset 2 1500 (70) + (70) (10s) + (59)
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3.3 GA-Guided Optimal Region Selection (GA-ORS)

The feature selection algorithm used in the proposed solution strategies and subsequent

experiments in Chapters 3 and 4 is the genetic-algorithm guided optimal region selector

(GA-ORS) [34]. The GA-ORS is a wrapper-based feature extraction algorithm devel-

oped at the Institute for Biodiagnostics. GA-ORS is the algorithm of choice in the exper-

iments discussed below, because unlike other feature extraction algorithms, it includes

a preprocessing step that maintains the original features, but reduces the feature space

size during subset evaluation. Consequently, the features retumed by the GA-ORS are

not transformed forms of the original features in the dataset. In addition, because it is

a GA-driven algorithm, it is flexible and enables the feature subset search to move far

from the location where the search staÍed in the high-dimensional feature space. As a

result, GA-ORS tends to avoid getting stuck in local minima. Another important feature

of the GA-ORS is that it selects, via averaging adjacent features, subregions of features

not individual features.

In the GA-ORS the fitness function to be optimized for guiding the search for dis-

criminatory spectral regions is the mean square effor of the training set classification,

using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) with intemal leave-one-out (LOO) crossvali-

dation. The input parameters of the GA-ORS are the maximum number of desired re-

gions/feature subsets, the number of generations, the size of the initial population, the

probability of mutation, the probability of crossover, and a random seed value for gener-

ating the initial population.

The operations of the GA-ORS is as follows. To select M regions, with the number
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of generations set to value G and the population size set to the value P, the algorithm

starts by generating P binary strings of ìength 11, (where Il is the number of features

in each feature vector in the training set). M subregions of each of the P strings are

randomly initialized to contiguous values of 1 while the other locations are initialized

to zeros. The contiguous values of 1 represent a subregion in the feature space of the

dataset. In each of the P strings, the .Ll subregions are processed into M features and

evaluated on the fitness function. The processing may entail taking the average over the

attribute values in a subregion such that the subregion is represented by a single feature

(that is the average). The P fitness values are sorted ìn ascending order, and the top -Ð are

marked as the elite. The elite E strings are automatically included in the next generation,

while the non-elite P - E strings are bred through mutation and crossover to derive the

next generation. The algorithm terminates when the number of generations equal G.

3.3.1 Experimental Investigations of the Properties of the GA-ORS

The important characteristics of the GA-ORS were investigated experimentally to facili-

tate an undelstanding of its performance under certain conditions, and when some of its

parameters are varied. The findings from this investigation will influence my choice of

parameters for the GA-ORS in its role as evidence generator. I am interested in:

¡ The number of generations at which the GA-ORS starts to overfit,

o the stability of the feature subsets selected by the GA-ORS with different initial-

izations and/or the same initialization, and
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r the stability of the feature selection with different partitions of the dataset.

Tivo (2) experiments (experiment 1 and experiment 2) were conducted in this inves-

tigation to investigate the important properlies of the GA-ORS essential for its role in

the proposed methodologies. These experiments are discussed in the subsequent subsec-

tions.

These issues are important for the successful evaluation ofthe solution methodologies

discussed subsequently.

Experiment 1

The objective of this experiment is to investigate the number of generations at which the

GA-ORS starts to overfit the data. Overfitting occurs when a learning algorithm starts to

fit a model to the peculiarities of a model especially when the leaming procedure takes

too long or the amount of available data is limited. A simple way of determining the

onset of overftting in a leaming algorithm is to divide the data into a training set and a

validation or test set. The learning algorithm is used to fit a model on the training set and

the performance of the fitted model is evaluated on the test set. With each "training-and-

evaluation" step, the complexity parameter of the leaming algorithm is incremented. The

leaming algorithms starts to overfit the model when the training enor decreases while the

validation error increases. Figure 3.1 (used from [20]) illustrates the learning curves of

a hypothetical leaming algorithm, which has time as its complexity parameter. From the

figure, we observe that overfitting starts to occur when the leaming algorithm's execution

exceeds f. Hence, f is a possible optimum value for the algorithm to avoid overfitting.
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The complexity parameter I am interested in is the optimum number of generations that

the GA-ORS must iterate through before it starts to overfit.

Error

1 Time

Figure 3.1 : Measuring overfitting[20]

This experiment investigates the stage at which the GA-ORS starts overfitting as the

number of generations increase. This experiment is carried out on both Dataset 1 and

Dataset 2. The experimental procedure is as follows. Each dataset is randomly split into

25 training and test set partitions in accordance with the configuration presented in Table

3.1. The GA-ORS is used to select three (3) feature regions from each training set, and

the probabilities of crossover and mutation are set at 0.6600 and 0.00100 respectively

(these values are used in all the experiments in Chapters 3 and 4). The GA-ORS is

initialized with a constant seed value while the number of generations of iteration is

increased from 10 to 100 in steps of 10. The feature subsets selected from each of the

25 taining set splits are used to leam LDA classifiers, which are then used to classify
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their conesponding test set samples. The misclassification errors of the 25 splits at each

generation was recorded. The external crossvalidation (ECV) enor of over the 25 splits

was also estimated by taking the mean enor of the 25 splits and the standard deviation.

Also, the 3-fold crossvalidation enor of each of the 25 split training sets were carried out

10 times. Each of the ten trials was based on random splits of the training sample into 3

folds. The ECV recorded for each split was taken as the mean over the 10 trials.

Experiment 2

This experiment has two objectives: to investigate ( 1) the effect of varying the initializa-

tion ofthe GA-ORS on the stability ofthe selected feature subsets and (2) the stability of

the feature subsets selected by the GA-ORS from different partitions of a dataset. Fìve

(5) out of the 25 dataset splits of Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 used in experiment 1 are used

in this experiment. In this experiment, 25 different selections of 3 regions were made

via the GA-ORS from each of the 5 dataset splits. The GA-ORS was initialized with

different randomly selected seed values for each of the 25 selections. The occurrence

frequency of the features selected in 25 selections was recorded and a histogram of these

frequencies plotted. Again, 25 feature selections werc made from each of the 5 splits of

the datasets, howeve¡ a constant seed value was used to initialize the 25 selections.

3.3.2 Results of GA-ORS Investigations

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate graphs of the test errors and ECV errors on both datasets

from experiment 1. The graphs show that the ECV enor estimate is more pessimistic
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than the test enor. The results of the investigations on the GA-ORS show that the exter-

nal crossvalidation error of feature subset selections from both Dataset I and Dataset 2

improves (that is, decreases) as the number of generations increase from 10 to 30 gen-

erations. Beyond 30 generations, the extemal crossvalidation error starts to increase,

indicating that overntting starts to occur after 30 generations. The graphs show that the

ECV error estimate is more pessimistic than the test error estimates. However, the shape

of both enor curves are quite identical.
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Figure 3.2: Classification error rates of the test for overntting on Dataset 1 for increasing

generations of the GA-ORS

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate the histogram of occurrence of the features selected

from both datasets for the random seed initialization and the constant seed initialization.

In Figures 3.4 and 3.5, the histograms on the left column are the feature frequencies ofthe

subset selections initialized with random seeds, while the histograms on the right column

are for the feature frequencies of subset selections initialized with the same constant
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40 50 60 70
No of Generallons

Figure 3.3: Classification error rates of the test for overfitting on Dataset 1 for increasing

generations of the GA-ORS

seed. The histograms on the left column show that with different initialization seeds, the

feature subsets selected by the GA-ORS vary. However, with the same initialization seed

the same feature subset is selected by the GA-ORS from the same initialization seed. The

histograms also show that the GA-ORS, like other sub-optimal wrapper-based feature

selection algorithms, selects different feature subsets from different dataset partitions

with the same parameters. Therefore, the results of these investigations are summarized

as follows:

o The optimum number of generations that the GA-ORS will cycle through without

overfitting is 30 generations for these datasets.

o The GA-ORS is unstable with respect to perturbations in the training data.

o Different initializations of the GA-ORS result in different feature sübset seìections.

I
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Based on these conclusions, I present an evidence accumulation based feature selec-

tion strategy.
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Figure 3.4: Feature frequency histograms ofthe 5 random splits of Dataset I used to test

feature subset stability in the GA-ORS
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Figure 3.5: Feature frequency histograms of the 5 random splits of Dataset 2 used to test

feature subset stability in the GA-ORS
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3.4 Evidence Accumulation Based Feature Selection

The proposed evidence accumulation feature selection strategy (EAFS) is presented in

this section. The EAFS combines independent evidence of the discriminatory features in

the dataset to arrive at a final subset of discriminatory features from the combined evi-

dence. The GA-ORS is used to collect the evidence, which is combined into a histogram

of the frequency occurrence of the features in the generated evidence. The f,nal feature

subset selection is obtained fi'om the histogram with a thresholding technique which is

discussed in section 3.4.3. The methodology/experimental procedure of the EAFS is

illustrated in the pseudocode in algorithm I and explained in the following subsections.

3.4.1 Collecting Evidence - Producing Discriminatory Feature Sub-

SEtS

The evidence collection phase takes advantage of the subset instability observed in the

GA-ORS when it is randomly initialized, and when the dataset partition is varied. Con-

sequently, evidence is generated by first making multiple feature subset selections from

the data using the GA-ORS. Each feature subset selection is initialized with a random

seed value.

In the experiment, each dataset was partitioned into K (k : 10) random training

set-test set splits (see stratification in Table 3.1). I used ly' : 100 different random seeds

to carry out N feature extractions via the GA-ORS on each training set.
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Algorithm I Evidence accumu

Input:

-R = Number of regions to be selected

.l{ = Maximum number of feature extractions

G = Number of generations

,Str' = Selection frequency

1. Generate K random splits of the dataset

2. for each random split

2.,1 For i, : 1 to N

2.1.1 Select initial random seed r

2.l.2Initialize GA-ORS with seed r and G then

select R feature regions from split

2.1 .3 Increment the frequency count of the selected features

3. Plot Histogram of feature fiequency counts

4. Select feature with SF selection frequency

5. Compute predictive accuracy of threshold SF features

using extemal crossvalidation

3.4.2 Combining the Evidence - The Feature Frequency Histogram

The generated evidence is combined by accumulating the frequency occurrence of all

features extracted during evidence generation into feature frequency histogram. Figure

3.6 is an example of a feature frequency histogram. I assume that the more frequently a
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feature is selected, the more likely it is to be impo¡tant. In the experiment, I combined

the features extracted in the ly' : 100 GA-ORS runs into a feature frequency histogram.

Figure 3,6: An example of a feature frequency histogram

3.4.3 Extracting the Final Feature Subset from the Combined Evi-

dence - the Selection Frequency

The final group of features is obtained by selecting features on the feature frequency

histogram with frequencies greater than or equal to a usel defined frequency fraction

thleshold. I refer to this frequency fraction threshold as the selection frequency (SF) of

the feature groups. A 0.25SF identifies features occurring with a frequency of 0.25N or

greater in 1ü selections. In the experiments, I selected f,nal features subsets at 0.25, 0.50,

0.75, and 1.0 SFs.

e

600 800 1000 1200 1400
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3.4.4 Comparing EAFS Results with Results Obtained on an SVM

The EAFS was evaluated using extemal crossvalidation. A low extemal crossvalidation

enor will signify that the proposed method generalizes well and that its results must be

significant. The ECV enor of the EAFS was computed as follows. First, the EAFS was

used to select a single final feature subset from the training set of the K splits of each

of the datasets. An LDA classifier is leamed on the training set with the selected feature

subset. The resulting classifier is used to classify the samples in the comesponding split

test set. The classification error, the proportion ofthe inconectly cìassified test samples,

is recorded. The extemal cross validation is calculated as the average classification euor

and standard deviation over the Il splits.

The ECV error of the EAFS was benchmarked with the results obtainable with the

dataset on an SVM. SVMs are state-of{he-art classifiers that generalize well on high-

dimensional datasets with small sample sizes [26]. SVMs use L2-norm regularization

to overcome the overfitting problem. The LIBSVM [11] was used in this work. The

training portion of each of the K dataset splits was used to leam SVM classifiers which

were subsequently used to classify the conesponding test set samples of the À : 10

dataset splits.

3.4.5 Results of the Experimental Tests on the EAFS

The results of the experimental tests of the EAFS on Datasets 1 and 2 are presented in

Tables 3.2 and 3.3. The summary of the results in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 are presented as

graphs in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.
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Tables 3.2 and 3.3 present the classification errors ofthe feature subsets selected with

the EAFS for each of the ten random splits of each dataset. The results are presented for

10 to 100 generations of the GA-ORS and SF values 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00. The

results show that as the SF values for selecting the final feature subsets increase, the

classification enor increases. The error increase may be attributed to the decrease in the

number of extracted final features as the SF increase. High SF values tend to filter out

more good features. The results show that only on few occasions did features that satisfy

the 1.00SF occur, and even such feature regions had considerably high classification

errors. The results show that features selected at 0.251r' have lower classification errors

than features selected at higher SFs.

The graphs in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show that the classification enor of selected fea-

tures decrease as the number of generations increase from 10 to 30. However, as the

number of generations increase from 30 to 100, the classification error increased. This

observation suggests that as the number of generations increases, the feature selection

procedure starts to adapt to the peculiarities of the training set and that ovelfitting com-

mences beyond 30 generations.

I compare the EAFS results with the results obtained using the SVM benchmark (see

Table 3.4). The external crossvalidation errors of the SVM on Dataset I and Dataset 2 are

0.053 * 0.028 and 0.176 * 0.326 respectively. The EAFS results compare well with these

results, This comparison is an indication that the EAFS was able to obtain interpretable

candidate biomarkers without sacriûcing classification accuracy.
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Tat:le 3.2: Classif,cation erors on split test sets for feature subsets selected with EAFS

from the 10 random splits of Dataset 1

G SF Splitl Split2 Split3 Split4 Splits Splitd SplitT SplilE Split9 Splitlo Av.Error

t0 25 0.14 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.ll 0.t2 0.08 0,07 0.03 0.08

50 0.18 0.07 0.ll 0.08 0.05 0.14 0.16 0.08 0.10 0.04 0.t0

75 0.29 0.ll 0.t4 0.45 0.08 0.42 0.41 0.15 0.27 0.t0 0.24

IOO NR NR NR NR NR NR NR N'R NR NR

25

50

'75

100

0.08 0.08 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.o4 0.06

o.t2 0.08 0.07 0.00 0.07 0.14 0.12 0.08 0.07 0.04 0.08

0.14 0.08 0.07 0.10 0.07 0.42 0.t5 0.08 0.07 0.10 0.13

NR O.I2 O.M NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 0.28

25

50

15

100

0.08 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.t0 0.r0 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.07

0.10 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.t2 0.t2 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.08

0.t2 0.0? 0.14 0.45 0.07 0.41 o.t2 0.10 0.07 0.04 0.16

NR 0.21 0A2 NR O.47 NR NR 0.16 NR NR 0.32

25

50

75

t00

0.08 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.0s 0.r0 0.08 0.08 0.0s 0.16 0.08

0.08 0.07 0.ll 0.08 0.05 0.41 o.12 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.ll
0.10 0.t2 0.44 0.08 0.07 0.42 0.12 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.15

NR 0.12 0.42 NR 0.07 NR NR 0.18 NR NR 0.20

25

50

75

100

0.08 0.14 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.t I 0.08 0.10 0.05 0.16 0.09

0.08 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.4r 0.08 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.lr

0.10 0.12 0.M 0.10 0.07 0.42 0.t2 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.t6

l{R 0.12 0.42 NR 0.05 NR NR 0.18 NR 0.48 0.25

25 0.08 0.14 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.lr 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.16 0.09

50 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.29 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.t0

75 0.10 0.12 0.44 0.44 0.05 0.42 0.12 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.19

100 0.47 0.12 NR NR NR 0.41 NR 0.18 NR O.M 0.24

25 0.08 0.14 0.ll 0.03 0.05 o.lt 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.18 0.09

50 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.07 0.ll 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.16 0.09

75 0.08 0.12 0.2t 0.ll 0.05 0.42 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.13

100 0.47 0.t2 NR NR 0.45 NR NR 0.18 NR 0.M 0.25

25 0.08 0.14 0.05 0.t5 0.05 O.lt 0.08 0.07 0.04 0.16 0.09

50 0.08 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.ll 0.08 0.10 0.05 0.16 0.09

75 0.08 0.12 0.44 0.08 0.0s 0.42 0.10 o.lt 0.05 0.04 0.15

100 0.47 0.12 NR NR NR NR NR 0.18 NR 0.47 0.3r

25 0.08 0.0? 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.1I 0.08 0.10 0.04 0.t8 0.08

50 0.08 0.07 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.t2 0.08 0.1I 0.04 0.16 0.09

75 0.08 0.12 0.44 0.08 0.05 0.42 0.10 0. 0.05 0.04 0.15

100 0.47 0.12 NR NR NR NR O.37 0.12 NR 0.M 0.22

2s 0.0E 0.14 0. 0.14 0.05 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.18 0.10

50 0.08 0.07 0.r0 0.10 0.0? 0.12 0.08 0.1I 0.04 0.04 0.08

75 0.08 0.10 0.22 0.08 0.05 0A2 0.r0 0.ll 0.05 0.04 0.13

100 0.48 0.21 NR NR NR NR 0.37 0.t2 NR O.M O.24

NR - No Regìotls at the specifed îequ etrc)/ thÌeshoî c-Ge emtìø s SF - Seleclion FrcquencJ
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Table 3.3: Classification errors on split test sets for feature subsets selected with EAFS

from the 10 random splits of Dataset 2

Splitl Split2 Split3 Split4 Splits Splitd SplitT SplitS Splitg Splitl0 Av.Erro¡

25 0.t2 0.t2 0.16

50 0.12 0.2t 0.16

?5 NR 0.22 0.21

IOO NR NR NR

0.1I 0.13 0.14

0.t2 0.13 0.13

0.r3 0.10 0.r3

NR NR NR

0.13 0.18 0.20 0.14 0.14

0.t2 0.21 0.20 0.15 0.16

0.18 0.34 0.20 0.17 0.19

NRNRNRNR-
25 0.t3 0.t2 0.16

50 0.18 0.15 0.16

75 NR 0.r3 0.23

IOO NR NR NR

0.1I 0.10 0.12

0.13 0.1I 0.14

0.13 0.t2 0.14

0.34 0.20 0.23

0.13 0.18 0.18 0.16 0.14

0.13 0.18 0.16 0.15 0.15

0.13 0.18 0.20 0.15 0.16

o.23 0.32 NR 0.38 0.28

25 0.19 0.13 0.l8

50 0.18 0.14 0.21

75 0.18 0.13 0.20

IOO NR NR NR

o.12 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.15

0.12 0.t2 0.14 0.13 0.18 0.18 0.16 0.t5

o.12 0.12 0.t4 0.13 0.18 0.18 0.16 0.15

0.17 0.1l 0.23 0.23 032 0.22 0.38 0.24

25

50

75

t00

0.18 0.13 0.20 0.t2 0.12 0.14

0.t8 0.14 0.19 0.11 0.t2 0.14

0.18 0.13 0.2t o.12 0.12 0.14

NR NR NR 0.20 0.15 0.14

0.13 0.18 0.t7 0.r5 0.15

0.13 0.18 0.1't 0.16 0.15

0.13 0.18 0.18 0.t5 0.15

0.15 0.29 0.22 0.38 0.22

25

50

't5

100

0.18. 0.r5 0.19 0.t2 0.12 0.15

0.18 0.15 0.19 0.12 0.12 0.13

o.ls o.l4 o.zti o.ll o.t2 o.t3

NR 0.39 NR 0.17 0.20 0.14

0.r8 0.16 0.16 0.r5

0.t8 0.18 0.15 0.15

0.t8 0.19 0.16 0.15

0.30 0.2t 0.38 0.24

0.13

0.13

0.l3

0.15

25

50

75

100

0.18 0.15 0.19 0.t2 0.t2 0.15

0.18 0.15 0.19 0.t2 0.12 0.t5

0.18 0.14 0.19 0.12 0.12 0.13

NR NR NR 0.34 0.33 0.23

0.r3 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.15

0.12 0_18 î.1'7 0.t5 0 t5

0.r3 0.18 0.19 0.16 0.15

0.15 0.31 0.2t 0.38 0.28

25

50

'15

100

0.19 0.15 0.19 0.t2 0.r2 0.15 0.13 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.16

0.18 0.15 0.19 0.12 0.r2 0.14 0.13 0.18 0.t5 0.16 0.15

0.18 0.15 0.t9 0.12 0.t2 0.14 0.13 0.19 0.t6 0.16 0.15

NR NR NR 0.17 0.20 0.19 0.15 0.30 0.2t 0.39 0.23

25

50

100

0.18 0.15 0.19 0.t2 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.1'7 0.16 0.1'l

0.18 0.15 0.t9 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.12 0.t7 0.15 0.15

0.19 0.15 0.19 0.t2 0.t2 0.r4 0.12 0.18 0.15 0.16

NR NR NR 0.30 D.20 0.19 0.14 0.32 0.20 0.39

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.25

25 0.18 0.15 0.I5

50 0.18 0.15 0,19

75 0.18 0.15 NR

IOO NR NR NR

o.l2 0.t2 0.15 0.13 0.17 0.18 0.t6 0.15

0.12 0.t2 0.13 0.12 0.17 0.15 0.t5 0.r5

0.11 0.t2 0.14 0.12 0.1? 0.15 0.15 0.14

0.18 NR 0.19 0.15 0.31 0.20 0.39 0.24

25

50

75

100

0.18 0.t5 0.19 0.12 0.12 0.15

0.19 0.15 0.19 0.t2 0.11 0.13

0.t8 0.14 0.19 0.t2 0.12 0.14

NR NR NR 0.r8 0.19 0.19

0.13 0.t7 0.19 0.16 0.15

0.t2 0.r7 0.15 0.r5 o.ls

0.12 0.t'7 0.t5 0.13 0.t5

0.20 0.32 0.20 0.38 0.24

NR. No Regiolts ûl lhe specìfed l¡eq e cy lhrcsholil G. Ge erfl¡io s SF . Selectio,t Freq etrcy
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Figure 3.7: Average Classitcation error over the 10 random splits of Datasetl for 10 to

100 generations
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Figure 3.8: Average Classification eno¡ over the 10 random splits of Dataset2 for 10 to

100 generations
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Table 3.4: Classification errors of random splits of Dataset 1 and Dataset
Dotnsetl Datasel2

Random Splits Misc¡åssiñcation Enor Random Splils Misclassification Ero¡

0.0958904 o.l402M

0.0684932 2 0.176829

0.054?945 3 0.r89024

0.0273973 0.1r5854

5 o.0547945 0.176829

6 0 0s58sM 6 0.189024

,7
0.136986 7 o.20122

8 o.02'13973 I o.1s2439

9 0,0547945 9 0.182927

l0 0.0410959 l0 0.23t707

Averâgc Error

+ Stândard Dev

0.0534ø7 t0.0211376 0.17s61t0.326218

2 on SVM

Stability of features selected by the EAFS

The stability of the EAFS was assessed on the basis of consistency of the feature regions

selected across the different dataset splits. Heatmaps (see Figures 3.9 and 3.10) were

used to visualize and compare the feature regions selected by the EAFS from each of

the 10 splits of both datasets at 0.25 SF. The heatmaps show that a significant proportion

of the datasets agree on a consistent region of features. However, the strength of their

agreement, which is indicated by the brightness of the region, differs from one dataset

split to another.
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Figure 3.9: Heatmap of features selected by the EAFS from random splits of Dataset 1

Figure 3.10: Heatmap of features selected by the EAFS from random splits of Dataset 2

3.4.6 Investigating the Effect of the Number of Random Feature Se-

lections on the EAFS Evidence Generation

In the EAFS experiments discussed previously, the evidence generation procedure was

based on 100 randomly initialized feature subset selections of the GA-ORS. In this sec-

400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
Fealures

o

400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
FealLrres
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tion, I investigate the effect of the number of random feature selections on the features

selected by the evidence accumulation based feature selection strategy. The goal of this

investigation is to determine if fewer feature subsets will sufûce for evidence generation.

The 10 data splits used in the EAFS experiment in section 3.4 were used in this inves-

tigation. I made 10 to 100 (in steps of 10) randomly initialized feature selections from

each of the training portions using the GA-ORS. Three (3) feature regions were selected

and the number of generations was set to 30. Features that occur at the 0.25 SF for each

random selection were selected and the selected features were evaluated on the corre-

sponding 10 test sets. Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 illustrate the results obtained from

this investigation for datasets 1 and 2. The results show that the extemal cross valida-

tion error obtained for the random selections did not vary with respect to the number of

selections. Therefore, a smaller number of random feature selections should suffice for

evidence generation.

l- Enernd ôross vdid"lo" e"o¡

_l l-l-rffi
30 40 50 60 70 80

Number of Random Seleclions

=
õ

Figure 3.1 1 : Testing the effect of the number of random selections on Dataset I
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F Ex1e."t cross 
"didatúerro;l
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Number ol Bândom Selections

Figure 3.12: Testing the effect of the number of random selections on Dataset 2

Summary

The evidence accumulation feature selection strategy was presented in this Chapter. The

GA-ORS was used to generate evidence of possible biomarkers in two real life spectral

datasets. The evidence generation involved multiple feature subset selections from the

dataset, Each selection is randomly initialized. The generated evidence was combined

into a feature frequency histogram. A single feature subset was selected from the his-

togram by selecting features in the histogram that occur with a frequency value greater

than or equal to a user deñned threshold value refened to as the selection frequency.

The results obtained from experiments on the EAFS with two real life datasets show

that the strategy is capable of obtaining feature regions with a classif,cation error similar

to that obtainable on a SVM. The low ECV error of the EAFS signifies that the feature

regions are potential biomarkers. In the next chapte¡ an MCS based feature selection

I

.9

.9

õ
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strategy that incorporated the EAFS into an RSM is presented.



Chapter 4

Random Subspace Feature Selection

4,1 Introduction

In this chapter, an MCS-based feature selection strategy that incorporates the EAFS into

the random subspace method (RSM) is presented. The RSM is an MCS that generates

its classifier ensemble from random subspaces of the dataset feature space. As a result,

the SFR of the dataset partitions used to create the classifier ensembles is better than the

entire dataset; the data dimensionality reduces, while the number of samples remain the

same. In [46] Skurichina show that RSMs perform well on datasets with collections of

redundant discriminatory features that are distributed almost uniformly across the feature

space. This RSM feature makes it well suited for analyzing biomedical spectra, which

have many redundant features [37]. The RSM-FS also extends the RSM via a noise

addition technique for identifying the biomarkers in the dataset.

53
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4.2 Random Subspace Feature Selection

In this section, I discuss the Random Subspace Method Feature Selection (RSM-FS)

algorithm. The RSM-FS incorporates the evidence accumulation based feature selection

strategy presented in Chapter 3 into the random subspace method. The RSM-FS strategy

is illustrated in algorithm 2, and discussed as follows.

The RSM-FS creates the multiple classifiers required by an RSM by dividing the

feature space of the dataset into contiguous feature subspaces. That is, given a biomed-

ical datase!.L consisting 1ú samples of the form (*r,At),..., (¿¡u,g,u) where c¿ is a d-

dimensional vector of features of sample i, and g¿ is the output label of sample i sig-

nifying the class or type of the sample (e.g. diseased or healthy). The feature vector

r¿ is divided into non-overlapping contiguous feature subspaces that are approximately

equal in size. That is, given that feature vector r;¿ consists of features ïir,ri2,...,ci¿, if

| < a < å < d, then the following are contiguous partitions of t:¿ : lt¿1, t:¿2, ..., r¡ol,

lr¿þ*r), rn("*"),..., ø¿6] and [u ¿16.,.i¡ , íùl1a1z) , ..., ø¿¿]. These feature subspaces serve as the

diverse data partitions required for a successful RSM. The EAFS is used to select a fea-

ture subset from each feature subset space. The resulting feature subset is used to leam

a linear discriminant classifier (LDA). The LDAs from each of the feature subspaces

are combined into an RSM classifier via a majority vote. Dividing the feature space

into smaller subspaces will reduce the data pafition dimensionality relative to its sample

size. Therefore, the feature subsets selected by the GA-ORS should be better than the

selections made over the entire feature subspace.
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Algorithm 2 Random subspace based feature selection algorithm

Input:

-R = Number of regions to be selected

1{ = Maximum number of feature extractions

G = Number of generations

.9F' = Selection frequency

¡. = Number of feature subspace splits

1 , Generate K random splits of the dataset

2, for each random split

2.1 Divide the feature space F equal feature subspaces

2.1.1 For each feature subspace

2.i.1.1 Use the EAFS (using parameters R,N,G,SF)

to select feature subsets from the split training set

2.1.12Leam a classifier on the featule subset

selected by the EAFS

2.1.2 Combine the classifiers of each feature subspace into an RSM

2.1.3 Classify the split test set samples using the RSM

4.2.1 Optimum Number of Feature Subspace Splits

An important requirement for the performance of an RSM is that each feature subspace

must contain discriminatory features [46]. If the discdminatory features are concentrated

in only a few feature subspaces, poor classiflers will be constructed from the subspaces
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void of discriminatory features. These poor classifiers will in turn adversely affect the

performance of the RSM. In this section, I investigated the optimum number of feature

subspaces required for the RSM-FS in this study. In this investigation, the feature sub-

space of each dataset training portion was partitioned into the following approximately

equal feature subspaces - 3, 5,1,9, 11, and 15. The EAFS was used to select feature

subsets from each feature subspace using the following parameters : 30 generations; 15

random feature selections; and a selection frequency of 0.25,9F. The feature subsets se-

lected from the feature subspace were used to leam RSM classifier ensemble using LDA.

The RSM was subsequently used to classify the samples in the test set using a majority

vote.

Results of Test for Optimum Number of Feature Subspace Splits

The results for the optimum number of feature subspace splits of Dataset 1 and Dataset

2 are presented in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. The graphs show an increase in the

RSM error as the number of splits increase. This increase is an indication that as the

feature subspace size decreases, the feature selection strategy starts to overfit by select-

ing iffelevant features. Consequently, smaller feature subspace sizes appear to be more

susceptible to overfitting than Iarger feature subspace sizes. Three (3) feature subspaces

were used in the experiments in subsequent sections.
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Figure 4.1 : Testing for the optimum number of feature subspace splits

Figure 4.2: Testing for the optimum number of feature subspace splits

4.2.2 Experimental Test on the RSM-FS

The ten (10) dataset splits of Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 used in the EAFS experiments

in Section 3.4 were used in this experiment. Each feature space, composed of 1500

5'7
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features, was split into 3 contiguous feature subspaces each containing 500 features.

Consequently, the training set of each dataset split was divided into 3 partitions, each

containing the same number of samples as the original dataset, and a dataset dimension

of 500. The EAFS was used to select feature regions from each of the 3 partitions. The

parameters used to run the EAFS are: the number of regions to be selected was 3, the

maximum number of feature extractions was 15, the number of generations was 30, and

the selection frequency was 0.25 SF. The feature regions selected from each of the 3

training set partitions were used to leâm LDA classifiers that were combined into an

RSM. The resulting RSM was used to classify samples in the corresponding test set of

each dataset split.

4.2.3 Evaluating RSM Features for Possible Biomarkers

An important objective of this research is to select possible biomalkers that can serve as

a basis for furlher research to a domain specialist. To test if the RSM-FS actually selects

possible biomarkers, I used the following strategy proposed by Breiman [10] to evaluate

the relevance of the featu¡es in the RSM on the accuracy of the RSM. This strategy uses

noise to evaluate the relevance of the constituent features of a MCS on the performance

of the MCS. After constructing the RSM-FS as described in Section 4.2, each feature

region is evaluated by apply noise to each feature region in the test portion of the dataset

split. The RSM is used to classify the "noised out" data, and the difference between the

RSM eror before noising out values of the feature region, and the RSM error after the

feature region is noised out serves an indication of the relevance of the feature region in
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the RSM.

4.2.4 Noising Out the Feature Regions

The procedure for noising out feature regions in this experiment is in [9], and is as fol-

lows. First, the standard deviation of the test set values of the feature region is computed.

The standard deviation is calculated a second time with only values less than 2.5 times

the initial standard deviation- value from the feature region mean value. The noised out

feature region is then generated as follows:

R: : R, t Z¿.sd,i: 1, ...,1{

where B¿ is the feature region value for sample i, sd is the standard devi atíon, and Z¿

are independent unit normals.

4.2.5 Result of the RSM-FS Experiments

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the results of the experiments with the RSM-FS on the 10 splits

ofdataset 1 and dataset 2 respectively, and the importance values of the feature regions of

splits' on the RSMs. The results show that show that more than half of the feature rcgions

in each of the RSM classifiers resulted in an RSM enor increase of approximately ll%a

or more. It is assumed that these feature regions have a significant influence on the

performance of their RSMs if noising them out results in the increase in RSM error.

The results also show similar regions appear to show significant influence on the RSMs'

performance across the splits. For example in Datasst 1, feature region 1001-1016 (or
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subsets of this region) show signiflcant influence in all the 10 splits of the dataset as a

result of the noise testing. In Dataset 2 also, feature region 821-843 (or subsets of this

region) shows significant influence in almost all the splits (except splits 4 and 8) as a

result of the noise testing. These results show that the RSM-FS strategy is selecting

possible biomarkers.
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CHAPTER 4. RANDOM SUBSPACE FEATURE SELECTION

The extemal crossvalidation enor of the RSM-FS was calculated from the ten splits

of Dataset 1 and Dataset 2. The external crossvalidation enor of the RSM-FS on Dataset

1 and Dataset 2 are 0.078 t 0.021 and 0.164 + 0.021 respectively. These results are

comparable with the results obtained on the SVMs in Chapter 3. These results show that

the RSM-FS generalizes well.

Heatmaps of the importance values of the dataset spìits of Dataset 1 and Dataset 2

(see Figures 4.3 and 4.4) show that all ten splits of Dataset t have imporlance values

of at least 107o on5 regions: '135-752,196-816,93'7-954, 100I-l014and 1041-1065.

Similarly all ten splits of Dataset 2 have importance values of at least 107o on regions

1266-1290. Many other regions in Dataset 2 have importance values greater or equal to

10Vo. However, not all splits show such high impoftance values.
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Figure 4.4: RSM Results for Dataset 2

4.2.6 Summary

The random subspace method based feature selection (RSM-FS) was presented in this

chapter. The RSM-FS is a multiple classifier based feature selection strategy that in-

corporates the evidence accumulation base feature selection strategy into the random

subspace method. The framework of the strategy was discussed in section 4,2. The ex-

periments ran to evaluate the proposed strategy were discussed in Section 4.2.2 and the

results of these experiments are in Section 4.2.5. A technique that uses noise to determine

the importance of the features selected by the RSM-FS was discussed in Section 4.2.3.

The results show that the RSM-FS selections feature subsets that have low classification

errors and show almost similar degree of importance over all or most of the splits of the

datasets.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Conclusions

In this thesis a-multiple-classifier-system-based feature selection strategy for biomarker

discovery, based on an evidence-accumulation-based feature selection (EAFS) strategy

and the random subspace method, was presented. To the best of my knowledge, the

EAFS is a novel attempt at applying evidence accumulation to supervised feature selec-

tion to arrive at a more robust selection. The MCS-based feature selection strategy uses

an RSM in conjunction with the EAFS to select discriminatory featules from data. The

experimental results show that the proposed strategies discover relatively stable and im-

poÍant biomarkers from reallife datasets. These biomarkers can be included into disease

profiles for further research by a domain expert.

The evidence accumulation feature selection takes advantage of the feature subset

instability of wrapper-based feature selection algorithms on different dataset partitions

6'7
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and/or different initialization parameters. The wrapper-based feature selection algorithm

used in this thesis is GA-ORS [34]. The GA-ORS was used because it has the ability

to select feature regions with varying sizes. Also it includes a preprocessing step that

condenses these regions into even fewer features during feature evaluation. These fea-

tures of the GA-ORS make it well-suited for biomarker discovery in high-dimensional

biomedical data. The random subspace method feature selection (RSM-FS) strategy is

the proposed MCS-based feature selection strategy presented in this thesis. As earlier

mentioned, it is based on the EAFS and the RSM [25]. The importance of the feature

regions selected by the RSM-FS is evaìuated with a technique that applies noise to the

fearure regions in the test set, with the aim of evaluating the increase in the RSM enor

due to the application of the noise, An error increase serves to signify that the noised-out

features are important and possible biomarkers.

The results obtained show that an evidence-accumulation-based approach can be suc-

cessfully applied to supervised wrapper-based feature selection. In addition, the features

selected perform well and compare well with results obtained on support vector ma-

chines. Also, the low extemal crossvalidation error of the EAFS signifies that the strategy

does not overfit and that the selected features may be possible biomarkers. The RSM-FS

performed well as a result of the smaller feature subspace partitions. Using the noise

addition technique applied in this thesis, the results obtained show that features selected

by the RSM-FS contained some important features, which with further research may tum

out to be biomarkers for disease profiling.
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5.2 Recommendations

In this thesis, I have been able to select possible biomarkers from two high-dimensional

biomedical spectral datasets using the proposed RSM-FS strategy. Although these re-

sults are promising, the expertise of a domain expert is required to confirm the clinical

applicability of these results.

The GA-ORS was used as the feature selection algorithm of choice. Howeveç any

wrapper-based feature selection algorithm should suffice. It will be interesting to com-

pare the results obtained in this thesis with results obtained with the EAFS algorithm

based on other wrapper based feature selection algorithms. Also, the evidence accu-

mulation framework combined results fiom different initializations of a single feature

selection algorithm. It will be interesting to explore the possibility of combining results

obtained from the accumulation of results obtained from different wrapper based feature

selection algorithms. Finally, It will be interesting to test the proposed strategy on a

dataset with known biomarkers.
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